
Zen Garden
A serene place to invigorate the soul, a Zen Garden embodies peace, contemplation & beauty, offering a respite from 
the busy world outside.

The broad suggestion here is to enhance a contemplative focus in The Spirit Garden with the recognition of existing 
elements & the inclusion of select additional elements found in traditional Zen Gardens. 

Obviously, it will not be possible to incorporate certain elements into the garden (eg. a bridge, coy pond, etc.)  
However, many of the principles & elements already exist within The Spirit Garden today.  Look around … can you 
spot them?

The Elements of a Zen Garden &Their Meaning

Ishi - Stone
Stones are a symbol of duration & of the omnipresence of the forces of the nature, they anchor the garden to the 
ground & give it its specific personality.  Stones create relief, produce hills & valleys giving birth to cascades, streams 
& ponds.  Stones figure into the water elements & are sometimes used in forming paths.  When water is not available, 
sand or small white pebbles are substituted to symbolize the space often held by water. 

‣ Create walkways between garden sections by laying pavers that serve as stepping stones.  
‣ The functional walkway they create also represents the metaphoric path of life. 

‣ Entries may be marked by a large stone as a sign of welcome.  
‣ Place a single stone as a focal point along the walkway to represent a traveler along life’s path.  

‣ Rake a pattern into gravel or sandy areas & change the design often.  
‣ Use a single stone or a grouping of several stones as a sculptural accent at a strategic focal point.

Mizu - Water

Water is the source of all life.  It symbolizes renewal, calm, wonder & continuity in the hereafter.  Water is for 
purification & cleansing & is found as ponds, streams & waterfalls.  When peering at or walking beside a pond 
in a Zen Garden, the stillness & empty space are important for reflection in a literal sense.  Falls have several 
symbolic overtures & dripping indicates the passage of time.  Water is the purifying element but also can suggest 
space & time.

In a Sansui Japanese Garden, that is, one containing elevations, various degrees are provided so that water can 
circulate.  Water is found in many forms. It accumulates in the ponds, runs in the streams or tumbles in the cascades.  
The clear, circulating water contributes to keeping the air fresh throughout the summer.  The ponds & the cascades 
are given a precise orientation with respect to the sun to determine how it will be reflected by the water.

Whether it is real or conceptualized, water is an essential element in a Zen Garden.  To represent the sense & feeling 
of water, you can create a dry stream bed out of pebbles that winds its way through a garden section.  Sometimes a 
small fountain designates the water element.  



Shokobutsu - Plantings
Care is given in selecting the plantings for a zen garden.  Cherry trees, with their delicate pink flowers in spring, are a 
well-loved feature tree.   Also often found are plum trees, different pines & bamboo.  The sound of wind in bamboo & 
its motion teach the Zen principle of the "empty heart," providing strength through flexibility.  The layout & groupings 
of plants must be subtle & pleasing, all year round.

Paint the garden awash with colourful flowers & blossoming trees in the Spring &
the more complex colours of Summer.  Plan for colourful Autumn foliage & don’t
forget to create the garden with Winter in mind so it comes alive with a new look - even
snow accumulation on bare tree branches represents flowers.

Tenkeibutsu - Ornamentation

Traditional gardens will keep ornamentation to a minimum & every item has a clear purpose. 

Garden ornaments may include statuary, basins & gates 

Lanterns are used as symbols of enlightenment.  Originally intended to guide visitors during nocturnal celebrations, 
its light was also considered as the light of knowledge clearing away the clouds of ignorance.  Sculptured in stone, 
the Yukimi-gata lantern, or snow lantern, Placed near water it provides an architectural element which contrasts with 
the natural components of the garden.

Shakkei - Borrowed Scenery
To support the interconnectedness of all in existence, the principle of borrowing pre-exisiting scenery is applied - ie. 
incorporating background landscape into the composition of a garden. 

There might be hills or valleys, or something to frame with plants or structures within the garden’s walls.  Design the 
garden so each viewing point creates a beautiful panorama, seeking to blend the garden with the near, far, high & low 
surroundings proportionately & gracefully.

Hashi - Bridges
Bridges, are constructed in the Zen Garden to symbolize a person’s journey between the planes of existence, the 
inner & outer, the multiple dimensions beyond & the place that lies between worlds.  Man’s unity with nature can be 
symbolized by his simple walking across a bridge to move from the world of humans into the wider world of all forms 
& beings.  For the visitor to any Zen Garden, the bridge & all other elements present, may simply allow a moment of 
harmony & appreciation for what is. Bridges are privileged sites in a Japanese garden, where one will linger & take in 
the beauty of the landscape & enjoy the softness of the breeze. 



Integrating the Elements

Zen Principles
The Eastern principles of yin & yang most simply refer to opposites.  Yin is dark & feminine - yang is light & 
masculine. They are night & day - they are opposite sides of a coin - both are necessary to make up a whole.  A Zen 
garden aims to incorporate many yin & yang features into the garden.  For example, a typical Zen design is a cherry 
tree beside a stone wall.  The cherry tree changes throughout the growing season, illustrating the transient nature of 
life, while the stone wall signifies endurance or permanence.

Likewise, a rock feature such as a stone lantern might be challenged by a rippling brook beside it.  Pairing opposites 
throughout the Zen landscape is the overriding design principle behind these gardens.  Of course, there are 
thousands of ways to reflect yin & yang in these gardens.  Eastern gardens typically seek to reflect or imitate nature, 
unlike Western gardens, which generally can be seen as man's attempt to control nature.

An important element of the zen garden is simplicity. Although there are a number of elements you could incorporate 
into your garden, choose only your favorite few. Too many rocks, plants, or elements may make the garden 
overcrowded or busy.

Garden Features
Opposites are relatively easy to install in the garden. Consider vertical features like birdbaths, trellises, arbors, trees 
& pagoda style gazebos set beside horizontal features like a path of flat river stones, a flowerbed, a garden pond or a 
sea of grass. Pairing any such features allows visitors to meditate upon them & interpret them in any number of ways. 

Color choice is another way to incorporate principle of yin & yang into your garden. Offer a shady patch of trees 
across from a sunny expanse of garden. Plant a few bright yellow blossoms (yang) near dark green plants like ferns 
(yin).

Install features that suggest something beyond what they are.  A small cascade is not simply a trickle of water - it is 
energy & movement.  A white rose is not simply a rose - it is innocence or inviolate beauty.  Seeing natural elements 
with spiritual eyes requires some reflection so be sure to incorporate rustic seating into your landscape for visitors.

Rock Gardens

‣ In dry gardens where a water element is not possible, use rocks, gravel, or sand to mimic the movement & fluidity 
of water.  

‣ Round pebbles can be arranged in a fluid path like a dry stream.  
‣ Chips of white quartz can be sprinkled atop this stream bed to imitate foam & water movement.  

‣ Alternatively, layers of sand or gravel inside a containing wall can be raked in fluid & attractive patterns.  
‣ Build a short containing wall out of wood or rock & fill it with either white sand or gravel.  Use a rake with thick 

spikes to rake in patterns & designs that flow with the rest of the landscape.  New designs can be raked in as often 
as every day & will change the vibe of the garden completely. 

‣ Use bigger stones within the sand or pebbles to represent islands in the sea.



‣ Moss or small rock garden plants such as creeping phlox, rock cress, or even bonsai trees can add a splash of 
color & spice up the design. 

‣ Miniature cedar, yew & Japanese maple are some small trees that look gorgeous in rock gardens.

Many elements of the Zen garden are placed to encourage reflection about life & the universe. Features are artfully 
placed to reflect something not only of nature but also about life. For example a rock placed in the middle of a stream 
might represent the earth amidst a tide of change.  A small basin might represent man's desire for purity.  A grouping 
of boulders may represent a mountain range.  Moss growing atop a decaying log might signify the reclaiming of 
nature.

Meditative Space

Any elements that instill a sense of reflection & peace are welcome elements in a Zen Garden.  These can be as 
intricate as a koi fish pond with abridge, a Japanese Tea House, or an arrangement of statues.  They can be as 
simple as a collection of pretty rocks or driftwood that you've found along the way or that have significant meaning to 
you.  Groupings of large stones or boulders create a stunning focal point for a Zen Garden.  Traditionally, these 
boulders should be placed in the same positions in which they were found in nature.  If this is not possible, as a rule 
of thumb arrange your rock formations with an uneven amount of rocks of varying sizes & leave uneven spacing 
between them.  This makes the pattern seem natural.

All 5 Senses

Zen gardens are supposed to awaken the senses & make the viewer more attuned to nature.  For this reason, 
include other sensory elements besides just attractive design.  A small wind-chime hung off the bough of a tree or the 
roof of a gazebo offers some simple music to compliment your simple design.  Water features such as a trickling 
stream, cascade, or small fountain create soothing sounds throughout the day. Likewise, plants that have a delicate 
aroma also invigorate the senses.  Miniature cherry trees, jasmine, gardenias, or lavender all add welcome fragrance 
to a meditative garden.

The Human Element
Visitors to the Zen Garden become features of the garden themselves.  A young girl stands besides a new planting of 
bamboo - they are both new to the world - they will blossom together.  An elderly man stands beside a circular pool - 
he is completing his cycle of life.  The gardener bends over a flowerbed to weed - the gardener is healing the garden 
& possibly soil as they toil under the sun.  There are many features to consider for the garden, but pairing them 
specially is what makes a Zen Garden so different from other styles.


